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Leveraging industry expertise
Insight in this presentation is based on select financial professionals’ in-the-room meetings 
with plan sponsors, and in partnership with Retirement Plan Advisor Search.

• A conflict-free, independent request for proposal 
service for U.S. plan sponsors 

• Has worked with over 100 companies ranging 
from start up – over $6 billion in plan assets

• Delivers a documented fiduciary process for plan 
sponsors and retirement plan committees, 
confirming they’ve followed a prudent process in 
choosing and/or evaluating their retirement plan 
service provider(s). 

• Observed over 100 financial professional finalist 
presentations with their clients. 

• Provides consulting services for financial 
professionals, recordkeepers, and retirement 
plan-related litigation cases.
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John Hancock Investment Management and RPAS are not affiliated.

About Retirement Plan Advisor Search (RPAS) and representative client list
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What we’ll 
cover today

• Why do plan sponsors conduct a search?

• How do plan sponsors decide?

• What do plan sponsors really want?

• Insight from inside the room 

• Making the most of the virtual meeting

• Engaging the board of directors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is what we will cover today. [Read the slide.] Some of this you may already know, but we guarantee you will learn something useful, something that can make a difference in your next sales effort. We will also reaffirm the importance of something you know but may not think is particularly significant.  First, a little background. There are some 650,000 plans out there. According to Fidelity's survey of Plan Sponsor Attitudes*, 17% of plan sponsors are actively looking to change their financial professional. Run the arithmetic on that, and you’ll see that we’re talking about more than 110,000 dissatisfied plans. The same survey also shows 61% of sponsors, or nearly 400,000 plans, evaluate their current financial professional annually. You and your organization include some of the best financial professionals in the country, so these stats should be very encouraging–clearly, there is huge potential for you to gain and service new accounts. Today, we are going to show you how you can win that business–when pitted against other top financial professionals, what could give you that extra edge that will help you win in a competitive RFP process?*Fidelity Plan Sponsor Attitudes Survey, May 2020
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Why do plan sponsors 
conduct a search?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with a simple question. Why do plan sponsors conduct a search? And as importantly, how can you proactively ensure you’re included in that search? By looking into the motivations and mindsets of our potential clients, we can learn a great deal about how to give your team the best chance to win.
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Why do plan sponsors conduct a search?

• Fiduciary due diligence

• Benchmark current financial 
professional’s (FP’s) offerings and 
value

• Transition from a generalist to 
a specialist

• Hire an FP for fiduciary 
guidance/employee support

• Shop the market 

• FP’s firm has been 
acquired/grown/shrunk

• Give a new FP acquaintance an 
opportunity to bid on the plan

• Organizational changes–new 
personnel responsible for the plan

Why are you performing this search?

What would you like to accomplish with this search? 

How would you like to see your plan improved?

Questions 
to ask

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What drives a sponsor’s decision to undertake a search? If the organization has put together a committee, it shows they care enough about their fiduciary responsibilities to organize a separate committee to govern the plan. Often, it starts not with a specific issue, but with something rather broad, something general. Is this still the right financial professional for our plan? Can we find a team of experts that has more knowledge and is more strategic? Other times, the issues are more granular: If it’s a large plan, they may wonder if the basis point fee makes any sense for them. Veronica has helped plans conduct a search for each of these reasons:Due diligence: the Plan Sponsor must perform their periodic review of their financial professional and “check off the box” this task has been completed every  3-4 years.Shop the market: they would like to see how their financial professional’s services and fees compare to what else is out there, and if any new services are being offered by other firms.Most of the time they are not necessarily unhappy with their current financial professional; however, they may move away from their current financial professional if they meet a firm during the process that is now a better fit for their organization.Position themselves to negotiate fees with current financial professional3. Hire a financial professional because they do not have one and/or looking for a retirement plan focused fiduciary financial professional and/or employees need access to a financial professional4. Not enamored with their current financial professional anymore. Maybe the financial professional is complacent, reactive to Plan Sponsor’s meeting requests vs. proactive and not bringing new ideas to the Committee.5. Their financial professional’s firm has grown/shrunk/merged or got acquired 6. Plan Sponsor may think current financial professional is getting paid too much or does not like current fee structure. The PS can take the plan out to bid to be able to negotiate arrangement and/or a reduction7. Other reasons could be the PS made a new relationship with a financial professional and wanted to “give them a shot” at winning the business or there is a new person at the organization responsible for the plan and they need to perform the due diligence themselves.The best thing you can do is ask why to narrow down this plan’s specific reason, helping you prepare your RFP, finals, and other communications
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How to be included in a search

• Be visible – show your value proposition to prospects

• Network the right way (make sure ERISA attorneys, CPAs, TPAs, and 
recordkeepers know you)

• Know who currently has the prospect’s plan

• Share a service that differentiates you from competition

• Have a great documentation and follow up process!

If the plan sponsor is running the search themselves, 
get on the short list through their CPA or ERISA attorney 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To win new business in this environment, the first step is to be included in a search. Let plan vendors know you are there - especially the vendors you use frequently. Out of sight, out of mind so stay in touch with them at a regular frequency. I recently started working for a client for a financial representative search. He gave me the name of a financial representative firm his recordkeeper gave him.  I had not heard of this firm before. I performed some research on the firm and they are a viable retirement pla financial representative firm. I’ve invited this firm to participate in this RFP project. If the financial representative hadn’t been in the ear of the recordkeeper, the recordkeeper would not have thought of them when their client asked for a name. I try to reach out to my recordkeeper partners regularly. Last week I called a recordkeeper about a mutual client. We got to talking and she said Veronica, you should call my client who is the CFO of a school. He asked me about financial representative names as they want to do a search in January. You can use my name and I will also follow up with him that you will be reaching out to him to assist with the search. I spoke with the CFO and he is interested in engaging RPAS to conduct this search for his school. Seek out search consulting firms like RPAS to get on their short list and stay in touch with them regularly. Highlight your retirement plan expertise to national, local, and regional publications.Join groups on social media and comment on related topics to be the SME. Members of the group will recognize you as a SME and contact you when they do an RFPGet expert power via those publications that are not trade publications.Marketing your firm is different from sales. The first step in effective marketing is figuring out what you can say that is compelling, attention-getting, and differentiating. To do that, you need to develop a value proposition that drives the content of all your material.Discuss this with your own clients, your referral sources, and your fellow employees. This isn’t a place to skimp. Take the time to do it right, because it’s more important than ever.In today’s environment, people are tied to their desk and have become more responsive to calls and emails. Propose a Zoom coffee or lunch to get acquainted.Have a great CRM that documents your contacts with prospects and make sure you remind them they should take the plan out to bid every 3-5 years and reach out to them in those intervals to get included in the search. Stay in touch with them regularly so they remember you! Even if the prospect thinks their plan is in good shape, they still need to perform their search every 3-4 years so continue reminding them and sharing industry related problems plan sponsors get themselves in to by not doing their due diligence. Small independent financial representative? Leverage the might and strength of a partner like John Hancock to help build a book of business – which will build your network and value prop
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How do 
plan sponsors decide?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plan sponsors can take one of two decision paths:They can conduct the search themselves, orThey can hire a consultant.In path 1 the plan sponsor decides to do it themselves, and they generally send out an RFP to many financial professionals, and often the business will go to the lowest bidder. The plan sponsor may not really know the questions to ask that will identify the vital differences between the contenders. Under those circumstances, every financial professional looks the same, and it can become a price thing. That’s one reason why it’s a good idea to try to identify and articulate the points of differentiation between you and your competitors.Path 2 is to hire a consultant to do the work. Services can include a full search, modified search, or express service. Sponsors often remain very engaged in the process of finding a retirement financial professional, more so than they are in a vendor search or even a fund search. financial professionals that work with a consultant to facilitate the process also have a better shot at getting to the table as a finalist, because a consultant can prepare an objective apples to apples evaluation of the responses for their client versus the plan sponsor attempting to prepare one on their own. 
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Your differentiators should reflect their needs

Have proprietary and 
nonproprietary data?

Explain why 
it matters to them

Have an internal review 
process? 

Explain how it makes 
things better for them

Have a bonus 
compensation structure? 

Explain why it’s in 
their best interest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK, now let’s take a look at the best way to talk about what you do. Too often, financial professionals spend a great deal of time on the first part of this slide, but not enough on the second. It’s easy to talk about yourself, but from the perspective of the sponsor, they want to know why what you do is important to them. Otherwise, it may seem like your policies and practices are designed strictly for your own benefit. So instead, tell them why these differentiators can add value for them.Remember the audience you’re presenting or responding to-the committee could be comprised of an HR manager, Benefits manager, CFO, CEO, payroll admin, etc. Each point you’re making should be answered with, “how is this beneficial for the HR manager AND the CFO AND the CEO……?” If you can bring value to each individual, you’re likely going to win them over.Also remember, you’re building a relationship: it’s more than what services you can offer, its also letting them get to know you. Here are some examples.Perhaps you have an internal review process. Definitely explain how it works, but be sure to circle back to them, and explain that the reason you go to such lengths is to ensure that you are presenting error-free numbers and reports–that quality is the top priority for your firm.Make these points about everything you do. In other words, craft your messages to reflect their needs. By doing so, you make your credentials more valuable. 
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Tailor your pitch

Prepare

Have topic ideas 
and specific 
action steps

Ask

Prepare 
questions 
about their plan

Be flexible

Don’t let 
inaccurate 
assumptions 
derail your 
discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, in order to tailor your messages to their plan, you will need to be sure to do your homework. Potential clients are impressed when you are thoroughly prepared. Putting in the work to analyze their situation, to learn about the company, and formulate a strategy for them is far more impressive than offering a standard, off-the-rack solution. Ask questions about their plan. Explain how you would improve and modernize it. Highlight relevant experience with plans of their size/their industry/their RK.-if you can schedule a call with the prospect, you can gather additional information other financial professionals may not be able to know. In the plans I work with, there are a few financial professionals that will ask me to have a call with them and they ask really good questions, like “What type of employee education meetings are you currently receiving? Can you share the most recent compliance testing since you mentioned testing challenges in the RFP? How often is your committee meeting currently and how is it structured?” Then the financial professionals will take this information and add suggestions for improving the plan and/or their services. The other financial professionals that do not request a call, are not as prepared during these meetings. I recently observed a finalist presentation where there were two finalists. The first finalist spent most of the presentation talking about how they got into the retirement plan business and finished up with how they can help the prospect. The second finalist gave a quick overview of their firm and then immediately dug into observations of the prospect’s plan and what they would suggest if they were to be hired to work on their plan. When the meetings were over it was a clear and quick decision for my client. They were so impressed with how the second finalist made it about their plan and not about the financial professional.And don’t forget, you will make assumptions about their plan as you prepare, and your assumptions may not be accurate. Don’t let that derail your discussion – simply say, “we had to make certain assumptions about your plan to formulate this strategy, and some of them may not be accurate. But they reflect the way we think, and the kind of approach we will use if we are fortunate enough to be chosen.”EXAMPLE: ‘we don’t have employees, we have associates” – financial professional group came in and referred to people who worked prospect “employees” – company website says ‘we don’t have employees, we have associates”. It was clear they hadn’t done research on prospect.
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What do 
plan sponsors 
really want?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about what sponsors REALLY want. Beyond needing someone to help them review funds or draft a policy, what really gets them interested? What will turn them off? What are the key drivers of their decision?
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What plan sponsors really want

Risk mitigation and conflict-free advice 

Leadership–a quarterback

Expertise and outcomes

Thought leader

Flexibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beyond needing someone to help them review the funds, and draft a policy, what really gets them interested?Trust: Can you help them mitigate risk? Do you have the pulse on the industry (regulatory, litigation, and trends)? Plan sponsors want to trust the financial professional is working in the best interest of the retirement plan and their participants. Also want to trust the financial professional is assisting them with checking off all the boxes of their fiduciary responsibilities, total transparency in fees and no hidden agendas. Is your advice current conflict free? QB: One financial professional partner to quarterback the plan with the TPA, recordkeeper, auditorExpertise: Have you done enough, more than others, particularly with similar plans? Outcomes from the services – did participation increase? Are they engaging their participants? Did the plan have success via recommendations the financial professional made to the committee? You have several plans/experience with plans of their size/their industry/their RK and feel you have a straight contact with the RK to be able to leverage your amount of assets with their RK for best services, fees, etc. Thought leader: Can you bring fresh ideas, new thinking, a different approach? Always bringing new ideas/value to each meeting, out of the box creative ideas for employee engagementFlexibility: When preparing meeting agendas, be sure to incorporate what the committee would also like to accomplish at the meeting and don’t have just your agenda. Show that you understand one size does not fit all. Show you have the ability to customize services to meet the organization’s needs, culture, etc.  Sponsors like various communication methods for their employees (media and type, hot topics, messages by gender, diversity, age, etc.)
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Risk mitigation is the number one concern

• Every committee member wants to minimize the risk of legal action

• Questions to answer
• How can you prove you’re working in the best interest of the retirement plan 

and their participants? (Due diligence process)
• Do you have a pulse on regulatory and litigation trends?
• Is your advice conflict-free?
• Are your fees transparent?

12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk mitigation is the number one concern of nearly every plan committee. Minimizing the risk of legal action almost always takes precedence over everything else. Do you have the credentials to protect them? What about your firm makes your assurances credible? When you make a point about your firm, think about how it makes a difference to the committee. Outline the specifics of your offering and remember:Can you protect them? Do you have the pulse on the industry (regulatory, litigation, and trends)? Plan sponsors want to trust the financial professional is working in the best interest of the retirement plan and their participants. Also want to trust the financial professional is assisting them with checking off all the boxes of their fiduciary responsibilities, total transparency in fees and no hidden agendas. Is your advice current conflict free? Being able to check off the boxes is important to the committee, however, just checking off the boxes is not the only way for your client to stay out of hot water. Being able to share lawsuit related cases, DOL audits and IRS audits and how your firm can protect them from these areas of potential risk is key in today’s environment. It goes beyond the 3 Fs. Does your firm have an on staff ERISA attorney? Bring them to the finalist presentations. I have observed a few finalist presentations where the financial professional brings the on staff ERISA attorney with them. These financial professionals have won the business in every finalist meeting. Protection is very important. Having additional resources to bring your client to protect them is key. Or maybe your firm has a Chief Compliance Officer. Bring this person to the meeting and have them prepare a slide on how they protect your firm and your client. That extra special protection versus your competitor could be the secret sauce. 
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Exude leadership

• Committees want a financial professional partner to quarterback the 
plan with the TPA, recordkeeper, and auditor

• Demonstrate leadership at the committee meetings
• Inspire confidence by demonstrating how you can handle any issue
• Show smart, well-articulated ideas and opinions

• Is your company a leader?
• Industry forums
• Industry firsts and leadership positions

13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Committees like to have a financial professional who will position themselves as the quarterback and be the one point of contact for the plan sponsor. Nothing is more frustrating for a plan sponsor to call their financial professional and the financial professional say call your TPA or RK because I cannot fix this issue……..The financial professional that will take an issue that is not theirs and go get it resolved will maintain the relationship because the plan sponsor would lose this support if they lost their financial professional. We’ve heard countless committees say that they didn’t feel an incumbent was providing solid, assertive recommendations. They want you to have an opinion. They want you to provide confident guidance and leadership. You don’t necessarily have to be correct with your initial recommendations, just be strong in your opinions and confident in your presentation. We discussed previously how you can explain that your ideas are preliminary and based on incomplete input. But you should say what you believe.Similarly, you should demonstrate industry leadership. What have you done to advance the retirement business? Nobody likes arrogance, but this is not a time for modesty–explain what you’ve done, explain why it’s important, and do so with pride and a sense of accomplishment. Other sponsors want to know you have quarterbacked plans in their industry, of a similar size, etc.A lot of times a new advisor trying to get in to the retirement plan advisory space will partner with a senior advisor at their firm to learn the business and even take over some of the senior advisor’s smaller plans to “get their feet wet.” This is a great way to learn the retirement plan space, vendors and how to win plans as a newer plan advisor. It will also get you some plans on your book of business to use for your “story” to retirement plan prospects.If you’re prospecting a plan that is larger in assets than your average plan, refocus the prospect away from their plan asset size and redirect them to the other plans in their industry you’ve had success with and share your case studies on those plans with them. You can also take the “you will get more attention from me because you will be one of my larger retirement plan clients versus the same size client for the other advisors that only chase whales.” Relationships are also important. Plan Sponsors buy from advisors they like and can see themselves working with. Sometimes this will go beyond the experience and plan size sell. 
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Demonstrate expertise and outcomes

• Be ready with examples of similar situations/plans under your belt

• What are outcomes of your services?
• Can you show increased participation, increased engagement?
• Do you have the right recordkeeper relationships? 

• Develop a roster of client case histories
• Use specific examples as well as statistics

14

Creating a persuasive case study

Background

Key insight 

Implementation

Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Experience shows the committee how you’ve handled similar plans in the past, and how well it’s worked out – giving them confidence that you can do the same for them. Plan sponsors appreciate hearing case studies of other plans their size and how the financial professional worked to improve a particular issue with the plan. For example, I had a financial professional include a case study of a plan that was with a provider that had funds that locked the assets in for a particular timeframe. The financial professional shared how they worked to perform an RFP for a new recordkeeper and sat down with each employee to educate them on the new recordkeeper and helped them enroll into the new provider’s system. Each year, the financial professional went back out to educate the employees and help them roll the assets that were no longer locked in at the old provider. The financial professional did this for several years until all assets were transferred out and only one recordkeeper was the service provider. He outlined the statistics each year and the fee reductions each year by moving the assets. The plan sponsor hired this financial professional because he exemplified expertise with this particular recordkeeper, employee demographic and consistent services. This is an area in which doing your homework is particularly important. Most sponsors believe there is something specific about their situation that makes it unique. If you can find out what that is, you can tailor your presentation to highlight situations in which you’ve encountered something similar. Make sure to include how your specific involvement contributed to success.Some sponsors will hire a financial professional because of the amount of plans and/or assets at a particular recordkeeper. They think this will provide their plan leverage (services, fees) and “easy access” to get their questions or issues resolved quickly.I work with a lot of non-profit clients and they feel they are unique and their employees are unique. It is important to these clients to hire a financial professional that has other non-profit clients and/or a lot of clients with a particular recordkeeper that also has their plan.Once you’ve determined which of your experience is related to theirs, present it as a case history. It’s important to explain why you think the case is similar to their situation, how you recognized the key insight, what you did, and how it worked. Be as specific as you can be.Here’s an example: a financial professional was speaking with a retail client. First, he established a strong foundation of experience with retail clients, which, as you know, are different from other types of organizations. Then, he chose an example of an existing client that had a similar set of issues to the prospective client–in this case, it was participation. He explained how his team implemented their ideas, which included auto-escalation, targeted communications and a series of other measures. He followed that up with a specific before and after statistical analysis, which demonstrated how his firm’s solution improved plan outcomes.If you do not have any clients in the same industry as the prospect, it is not always a bad thing. I helped a client source for an advisor that was a private school. During the finalist presentation, one of the advisors pitching the plan sponsor name dropped the other private schools he advised in the area. At the debrief of the presentations, the committee shared they do not want to work with an advisor that also works with their competitors. They would like to steer as far away from them as possible to be able to keep all their operations to themselves and do not want to do anything their competitors are doing. There are some institutions, like higher education institutions, that do like to hear advisors with books of business that include their same industry because they really believe they are different than other clients/plans/industries. If you do not have plans in the same industry, do your research and share stories of what is important to plan sponsors in their industry, what are the employee demographics for that industry and ideas you have to help with their concerns or issues that they feel make them different. You can also leverage your recordkeeper partners to refer you to them or to endorse you even though you may not have a plan with them in that industry. I hear advisors (and I use the same line with my clients when they get hung up on this detail) use the line “ ERISA is ERISA and all plans, regardless of industry, for profit, not for profit, etc. have to comply with the same rules and regulations. Employee demographics may be a bit different, however, saving for retirement, financial issues for employees and concerns for working Americans are the same theme for participant needs. I had a non-profit CFO tell me their employees work for them not because of the income they make, but rather the work that they do. Therefore, the messages that are delivered from their advisor will not need to focus on having a big nest egg at retirement and be more about educating employees about the plan, tax advantages and resources they have through their plan provider. 
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Be a thought leader

• Show your insight and value beyond investments
• Plan design that has worked–or failed–and why
• Out-of-the-box ideas for employee engagement

• Message and media type by employee demographic (age, gender, location, etc.) 

• Authorship or industry interviews that position you as a leader

15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have you heard the term “holistic retirement consultants” lately? We certainly have. More and more plan sponsors are looking to their financial professionals for more than investment recommendations. For many plan sponsors, your expertise in areas such as plan design, education, and communications are strong differentiators.If you have a new service or unique service a typical financial professional firm would not offer (special education for employees with children with special needs, D&I, etc.) make sure you showcase this in your response and/or presentation.Of course, it’s easy to talk about your capabilities, but you can demonstrate them as well. For example, be sure to talk about who is on the team for them. Highlight their accomplishments in a wide array of areas. Mention their credentials, but don’t assume the plan sponsor understands what those initials mean. Explain what an AIF or CFA is, how those designations are earned, and how they can help the client. This is a great way to distinguish yourself from non specialist financial professionals. Plan sponsors want to access your knowledge on plan design strategies that work, ideas that haven’t worked, statistics pertinent to their situation, benchmarking best practices, and more.It’s a good idea to explain what you might offer in these areas, using concrete examples. Try to relate it back to their plan. You may have to make assumptions about their plan that may not be accurate, but you can say something like, “We don’t know enough about your plan to make definitive recommendations, but here are some things we want to consider.” Even if your assumptions turn out to be wrong, explaining your ideas in the context of their plan demonstrates how you think and makes your presentation more interesting and relevant to them.If you spoke at a conference or local event, put out a sound bite on social media. Use it during your presentation to showcase your expertise. I participated in a podcast and the host sent me a sound bite from it. I’ve used it on social media platforms and it gets plan sponsors reaching out to me and I’ve also gained new business from it. They view me as a though leader and trust my recommendations. You can do this too! 
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Be flexible

• Enter the meeting with an agenda–the committee’s agenda, not yours

• One size doesn’t fit all
• Customize your services based on the organization’s needs

16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When preparing meeting agendas, be sure to incorporate what the committee would also like to accomplish at the meeting and don’t have just your agenda. It is important for you to cover what they need to cover, however, don’t leave out what they want to cover. For example, it may be time for notices to be distributed and they may want to discuss the strategy with you. Or, it could be time for their open enrollment and they want to discuss your involvement with the process and any ideas you may have to help with the process.  Show that you understand one size does not fit all. Show you have the ability to customize services to meet the organization’s needs, culture, etc.  Sponsors like various communication methods for their employees (media and type, hot topics, messages by gender, diversity, age, etc.). In today’s environment, clients I am working with have gone mostly virtual for their employee’s education meetings and committee meetings. This is a great time to share how your firm has gone virtual, if you record education meetings and send them out or prepare presentations to be sent out, etc. 
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The RFP response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s move on to discuss your response to the request for proposal. 
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Develop an RFP response 

Maintain a library of responses

Gather plan information 

Make sure you actually answer 
the question

Create an executive summary

Looks matter 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about RFPs and how to develop a strong response. Select someone in your office to be the point person for RFPs and begin to develop a library. IF you keep a library of responses, do not insert the organization’s name in the library. I’ve read multiple responses where the financial professional has an old prospect’s name in place of the actual prospect’s name. True story-a large national financial professional practice responded to one of my RFPs. They inserted multiple company’s names in the RFP in addition to the company’s name they were pitching to. I had this firm scored high in my evaluation and that did not carry any weight with my client. This was such a turn off to my client that they disqualified the firm from participating in the project. Hold a call when you receive RFP to ask questions to the contact to be able to gather as much information as you can. With this information, incorporate industry stats and compare to the plan’s stats (participation rates, savings rates, account balances, etc.)If there is not a timeline in the RFP suggest a typical timeline and ask them to outline a timeline for the process. Plan’s aaPlan’s statementPlans annual rk review with participation rates, account balances, etc.Fee disclosures-Have a subcommittee in your office whose job it is to review each answer to see if it is the best way to answer the question, and to make sure the answer articulates the specific advantages for the plan sponsor, not acts as a blanket advertisement for your firm’s brand.-If you see questions that you haven't seen before, zero in on those–it’s a strong indicator that the question is extremely important to that prospect. -If the plan sponsor is running the RFP themselves, the likelihood of the PS reading every page of all responses is highly unlikely. When a consultant is running the process, rest assured, I read every page of every response every time, even if I have issued the same RFP to the same firm multiple times because firms change! Even when a consultant runs the process, don’t bet on all committee members reading your response. I’ve walked into finalist meetings and seen the CFO flipping through the responses at the very last minute! Therefore, it is critical to create an executive summary with the most important details and differentiators on that page to ensure your main points are seen. The more RFPs you answer, the better you get at them, which means more chances to get to the decision table, and more opportunities for you to win. You cannot win if you do not play. If you are not selected to come to the table, see if you can find out why. Sometimes there is nothing you could have done about it. If there was, keep getting better and better at developing your response. Finally, yes, looks matter. A well presented RFP matters. Be the response that gives enough information but doesn’t require sifting through 200 pages of a binder. Do not send a 6-inch binder with your response. Do not send a 10-page response. I will be honest with you-when I receive the responses and see a 200 page 6 inch binder, it is the last response I will review because I know it is going to take me the longest and it will take more than a day. I will read through all the other responses first, then get to the large one. A large response can be off putting. Keep it simple but not too simple!Provide a sample agenda, minutes, plan review, etc. even if it is not requested.Most if not all financial professionals provide quarterly investment monitoring, participant education and fee reviews. What do you offer that makes your firm unique? Be sure to share all your services even if they do not request information in their response. Prepare a screen of their current investments with commentary (not just the report). I’ve had CFOs come into finalist meetings and say, “this is the firm that had a fund I have most of my account in as a “remove” recommendation. I need to hear what their reason is!” Avoid using industry acronyms. It is highly unlikely everyone who reads the response is aware of what a CFA is and how many hours it takes to earn the designation. Use these designations to share you are an expert at what you do and explain what they mean and why it brings value to their plan.Another tip is to not cut corners in your response.  Fully type out each answer to the question. I have seen responses where the financial professional will type “see answer to question 4” instead of copy and pasting the answer again. I’ve also seen “go to our website at www….. To review our bios or our privacy policy.” The reviewer does not want to flip back to question 4 or get on the internet to view the information. It can make a plan sponsor think this financial professional did not want to win the business and is cutting corners. Too much will deter them from reading it in its entirety and too little information will make them think you did not care too much about winning their business. Some ideas are to include a service team chart, your differentiators, visuals of tools/your process, summary of key recommendations you have for the prospect and a handwritten thank you signed by all team members.Use the company’s website to pull their logo and other important pictures and incorporate it throughout your response. I’ve seen responses where they have the front and back covers printed with the company’s logo and pictures from the website. Companies appreciate the presentation being about them and not you.Incorporate the organization’s products or services in the response (pictures, color schemes, what they call their employees, etc.)Finally, consult with an outside party to review your response before submitting to the prospect. A few pointers could make all the difference. 
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Insight from 
inside the room

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let’s spend some time looking at some other proven ideas and practices that winning teams use to generate more business, practices that will help you win your next competitive pitch.When you make it to finals, the committee has already determined your firm has the experience and services they are interested in. When I run a search for my clients and we get to the finalist meetings I inform my clients that the 2 or 3 finalists will all help you “check all the boxes” and perform the services you’re interested in. Today’s meetings are more about which firm is the best fit for my organization and my employees? Who do I see our organization hiring and having a long term relationship with? Who do I trust to meet with my employees? Remember, this is more of a job interview than a sales pitch. 
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Tips for handling finalist meetings

• Prepare–the key to success

• Engage–discuss, don’t lecture

• Respond–know how to handle questions

Here’s how we handle 
that.“

”
Address

What is the greatest 
weakness of your 
current provider?”

“ 
”

Discover

We’ve heard that 
before in meetings       
like this.

“
”

Acknowledge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best meetings are the ones where the finalists have done the best job at preparing for the meeting. Practice, practice, practice!The best practice in preparing for a successful finalist presentation is to request a 15 minute call with the plan contact before the presentation.Questions to ask during this call: Why did you select our firm as finalist?Does the Committee have an agenda or anything they would like to learn more about for this meeting?Who will be in attendance at this meeting? Prepare name cards to bring to place on the table during the presentation.How many other financial professionals are presenting to them?After the presentations, when will a decision be made?How did you hear about me? (If through a contact, you can follow-up with the contact to learn more)Do they prefer paper, iPads or projector with screen. Be prepared to present to what they are comfortable with, not your comfort level.Anything they are NOT interested in hearing about? True story: I had a CHRO almost throw out a financial professional during a finalist presentation because they were literally shoving their 3(38) services down their throats when it was clear at the beginning of the presentation the Committee had no interest in the 3(38) solution at this time. Review every detail of their website. Review LinkedIn.Do you want to be first, middle or last? Some financial professionals ask me if they can present first or last. First because they want to set the bar high. Last because they want to “save the best for last”. I think financial professionals should request to go in the middle. This gives the committee time to get in the “mindset” for what they are trying to accomplish and they now have questions they want to ask from seeing the first presentation. If you go at the end, most committees are tired and can’t think of anything except getting through this final presentation. Committees will ask to email the slides to them if you come in without the printed presentation. If you present paperless, either email your presentation to them a day ahead of your presentation and tell them you are paperless or bring in at least hard copies of the notes pages for the slides. Know as much as you can about the current state of affairs with their vendor. Get Google alerts on the company.Once you’re in the room – treat it like a job interview. Don’t make a presentation about you – make it about connecting and ensuring they want to build a relationship with you, and show your ability to navigate their needs.  Don’t sit down and start presenting. The best presentations I’ve sat in are where the financial professional will sit down and ask each committee member what they would like to accomplish during this meeting, what is important, what do they want to learn about their firm today? The financial professional will take notes and engage each committee member when they get to the point of their presentation that covers the area of concern for each committee member. This also creates an open and engaged environment and the financial professional is not doing all the talking. If you are offered an hour – plan for 45. Make time for small talk at the beginning and don’t overstay your time limit.  IF you don’t get to everything in your presentation – refer the committee back to the executive summary in the RFP.Do everything you can to engage the committee in a discussion. If you just go through the pitch book page by page, you will not get the job. Know your pitch book so well you can just turn to it when things comes up as you are discussing things. Its been said that the quality of your life depends on the questions you ask. Make sure you’re speaking to everyone in the room and not only the decision makers. Be mindful of your body language and listen more than you speak.True story-During a finalist meeting, I had a financial professional that brought in a water bottle with him. Every time he wanted to make an important point, he slammed the bottle on the table. It was so distracting to me. After our meeting, the Committee members also mentioned how distracted they were by his slamming the water bottle on the table. I shared the feedback with the financial professional and he said, “ I will never bring a bottle in a finalist meeting again!”The quality of your presentation depends on the questions you ask the committee. Make it a point to ask exploratory questions periodically throughout the meeting, not just at the onset.
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Finalist meeting agenda

• About your firm
• How you will service the plan
• Governance
• Participants/outcomes
• Fees 

Structure your presentation for success

Do your prework: ask what each committee 
member wants to accomplish and build your 
presentation to touch each of the items

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to ask the plan sponsor what they would like to accomplish from this meeting. Are there any specific services they would like to learn more about during this time?  Then, take your pre-RFP call notes, the RFP questions, the follow up questions and the notes from the pre-finalist presentation call – all can help create your “theme” of your presentation. Throughout the process to now, you’ll have an idea of what is important to the Committee-Have they had a lot of questions around governance? Participant engagement? Process and documentation? Fees? Depending on how long you have to present, you can do a high level overview of your firm and services or a deep dive if you have longer. 
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Be informed on current issues:

• Secure Act

• CARES Act

• Financial professional M&A 
activity

• Recordkeeper consolidation

• Recent litigation

• Recent legislation

• Incorporation of HSAs

• Account consolidation

• Fee levelization

Create a folder of interesting topics and review 
prior to meeting

Avoid a fatal error

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It can be easy to get caught off guard in a meeting, which can undermine an otherwise strong presentation. Don’t let that happen! One way to avoid making a fatal error is through preparation. What kinds of questions might they ask? How would you respond? Think about it in advance. Be sure visit plansponsor.com at least once a month to be aware of trending issues. Be informed. It is impressive to have an answer to every question they ask. What are some other issues you’ve heard of and questions you’ve been asked? [Wait for responses.]
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How to talk about fees

• Avoid haggling

• Know the range

• Surveys don’t tell the whole story for a specific competitive situation

• Consider a flat dollar fee with large plan opportunities 

• Be cautious about basis points

• Don’t make it about the fee

• Consider the virtual environment–should that affect your pricing?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussing fees is a challenge for any financial professional, so let’s talk about ways to feel good about what you are presenting.Go in with your best number–no one likes to haggle.It is also important to share how you will help with monitoring not only their plan fees but also YOUR fee. Share if there is an increase each year to pace with inflation or when a fee increase may take place. You can’t always win with the lowest fees, but you can easily be eliminated if your fee is out of range. A red flag for me is when a financial professional way underbids a plan. financial professionals seem to believe they can win if they have the lowest fee. It really isn’t the case. A low fee draws concern-are they going to get what they pay for? Best way to propose a fee is to have a report from a reputable fee benchmarking company attached to the proposal so they can see where you fee fits for a plan of their size. For large plans, flat dollar fees are the way to go. Plan sponsors have caught on to the disadvantage of basis points and seem unwilling to tolerate them.That said, too many quality financial professionals worry a little too much about fees. Many incumbent financial professionals who are not true specialists are charging way too much. financial professionals who are charging LOTS of money for the work and whose offering is not robust.  financial professionals often say that their survey data shows that the range for fees should be “x,” but you might want to go a little lower, because the range for their plan may be different from what your survey shows. We have heard financial professionals say at a meeting “we feel our fee is fair because of Ann Schleck data.” Meanwhile, they are the highest bidder and the comment makes them look like they don’t understand the situation. Bottom line: Surveys on financial professional fees don’t tell you what they will be like in a competitive situation.If you are charging basis points on a large plan, be aware that it will be a flat dollar fee if it goes out to bid.A strong financial professional firm will also benchmark their own fee each year to stay transparent with their fees. Case study: $200M plan The sponsor began the search because they were unclear about the incumbent’s fees and because they did not like being charged basis points. They liked their financial professional but felt they had outgrown them; nonetheless, they were included in the search. The plan sponsor hadn't looked at alternatives in 10 years. All three finalists–one global, and two national–were outstanding. There were no glaring mistakes, no slipups. The committee carefully reviewed the bios of the investment teams side-by-side to determine who had the most impressive credentials, experience, and so on. The selected financial professional firm was more expensive, but their team had the best credentials, the most interesting ideas, and their presentation cemented their credibility with the strongest committee members.  Do not focus on the fee especially if not much has been discussed about your fee leading up to the finals. If your fee was not competitive and they did not try to ask for a reduction, they would not ask you to come in as a finalist. Your presentation will justify your proposed fee. In this virtual environment, consider that you are not incurring travel expenses and are conducting virtual education meetings. If this becomes the norm in the future, consider that you may want to price in one in-person meeting annually with all others virtual – does that impact your fee? Plan sponsors are now used to virtual meeting formats and this is the new normal for most organizations. They have embraced the technology and some prefer this over old fashioned meetings. financial professionals should propose their fee for meetings delivered virtually and for meetings delivered face to face when restrictions are lifted. 
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Finals are over. Now what? 

• Send a handwritten thank you to all committee members

• Create a blueprint for followup
• Base cadence on the relationship and the decision timeframe
• Stick to the blueprint, but ensure relevancy in each followup

• Send an executive summary the day after the meeting
• One page snapshot of the meeting
• Include their key concerns and how your solution specifically                 

addresses them
• Reiterate ideas that resonated during the meeting

• Until you hear otherwise, assume a decision has not been made

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many people think that the presentation is the end, but in fact, it’s just the 7th or 8th inning. Follow up after the presentation is critical. Develop a post presentation process that works for you.Send a handwritten thank you note to all committee members. A handwritten note is personal and lets them know you really do want to win their businessA lot of times you will not have email addresses of all attendees which is why a handwritten note will reach all attendees.When you finish meeting, you ask for business and leave. Then develop a blue print for follow up.Ask yourself, how well do we know them and what is their timeframeBetter relationship, okay to follow up more during timeframeExecutive summary and follow up communicationsDay after meeting – send executive summaryOne page snapshot of meeting – Assume the key decision maker was not at the meeting and will use this document to make a decision. Cover what meeting was about and who you areIdentify key concerns and how your solution directly address thoseReiterate things that resonated with plan sponsor or something that they may have missed that was importantGood for decision maker that was not at meeting; even if everyone was present, assume this is for key decision maker that could not make it and will need this to make a decisionFollow with communications relevant to the meetings at set dates you determined in blueprintWeekly messages to the plan contact and all members is reasonable if you’re sending relevant information with your follow up (one of your firm’s quarterly updates, etc.)
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Win or lose?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No one likes to lose a finalist meeting, however, someone has to! If you end up not winning the business, do not burn the bridge. You never know where any of these contacts may go next. Maybe half the committee liked you and half wanted to hire the firm that won. The members that liked you may leave the organization and reach out to you at their new organization. There also could be turnover of committee members and you may get another chance to earn their business. I had a client call me about a year after I assisted their organization with a financial professional search because they got a new CEO. The new CEO and the financial professional that won had a personality conflict and could not get past it. The plan contact asked me to reconnect them to the 2nd place financial professional because he thinks this financial professional will get along better with the new CEO. They removed the financial professional and hired the 2nd place firm. You never know what could happen. Never burn that bridge!If you win the plan, congratulations. Best practice for financial professionals that win retirement plans is to make sure you maintain a close relationship with ALL committee members and your plan contact. Too many clients I speak with say the financial professional only gave the decision maker, CFO, etc. attention and only gave them attention when it was something related to their role with the plan. Remember, this plan contact could leave and go work at another organization that needs a financial professional. They will reach out to you if you make them feel special like you do the DMs.  
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Prospecting and 
networking with 
board of directors
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How to approach the board of directors

• Organization’s website is the beginning of the “in”

• Your clients

• Your network

• Your vendors

• Educate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you’re prospecting an organization that has a Board of Directors, go to their website to get the names of the members. LinkedIn is a great way to look them up to view where they work, background and interests. Look them up on Facebook as well. You can view their friends, groups they are members of and interests. These sites may help you find someone in common or something in common and be your “in.”Ask your current clients if they are members of any outside associations or organizations/boards, etc. If it is an association or organization and you’re able to be their guest, ask to join them at the next meeting. If it is not something you’re able to attend, look up the organization and if there is someone you’re interested in meeting, ask your client for a warm introduction.Also ask your clients if you can share how you improved their organization’s retirement plan with the Board of Directors of their organization (or type up an email for them to forward to the BOD). This can get you exposure to them and reaching out to them won’t be as cold as it would be without the message.If you have a client that is an employee at a company that has a Board of Directors and there is a member that you’d like to meet, ask your client for a warm introduction to that board memberCPA, payroll vendor, or other centers of influence may have a LinkedIn connection to or may sit on a Board with someone you’d like to meet. Ask these professionals for introductions or to coordinate lunch together to meet the contact.Recordkeepers attend various association meetings such as CUPA-HR (College and University Professional Association for HR) and SHRM (Society for HR Management). If the RK has a lot of higher ed clients, they participate in the CUPA-HR meetings. If they have a lot of medical clients, they may participate in the AMA or a  local medical management group. Get to know your vendors and ask them if they are in these groups so you can network with their members and the Board of Directors of these associations. If the Board of Directors performs an annual training on a topic you’re able to speak to or allows vendors to come in to provide continuing education for some required trainings, volunteer to perform the training and/or bring in a meal for the training.
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Embrace the 
virtual meeting
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Pivot to the opportunities of this environment

Plan sponsors tied to their home office are: 

• Running a financial professional search

• Looking for ways to reduce costs

• Seeking additional support for their employees

• Recognizing that new regulations raise questions about their plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With plan sponsors and committee members working from home, they have found themselves more time to “eat the frog.” They can get to those special projects they have been putting off. Call them to get them to perform that RFP! With market volatility, increased retirement plan litigation and a down in their own business, organizations are looking at all costs right nowEmployees need guidance now more than everCARES act, distributions and loans are more confusing now with the new limits and ability to access their accounts. PS are looking for guidance and expertise!
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Virtual meeting considerations

• Virtual attendees only

• Cameras on

• Audio on mute

• Practice, practice, practice

• Employ best technology practices

• Uniform virtual background

• Engage the committee

• Make an impression

Run a premium virtual meeting with John Hancock 
Investment Management virtual meeting checklists

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With most, if not all meetings, currently being held virtually we have all experienced virtual meetings that went off without a hitch – some not so great virtual meetings. We thought we would share a few tips to help with your next virtual meeting.Send a tutorial for logging in ahead of time – there are a lot of platforms out there, if you’re using your recommended platform make sure everyone can easily get into the meeting. Send a youtube video showing how to connect to the particular platform you’re presenting from with the invitation  and ask them to access it prior to the meeting. If they have to download a program, suggest they do it the day before so they do not waste time downloading the software right at presentation time. I’ve asked clients that want me to present to them using their conferencing systems to hop on with me 30 minutes early to make sure I can share my screen with them ahead of time. This allows us to pivot if an outside party cannot screen share, which has happened before! I advise my clients to ask their tech support people to come in to help start the meeting to ensure a timely start. I had a client send a step by step instructions with screenshots, what to do next, etc. to the committee to make sure they knew exactly what to do, what to click on, etc. to avoid hiccups. The best virtual meetings run when all attendees (financial professional team and Committee) attend the meeting virtually. When there is a mix of virtual and in person attendees, it interrupts the flow of the meeting.Keep the cameras on with all attendees. Your team should be engaged the entire presentation and have their cameras on. When speaking, look at the camera – the plan sponsor and the committee should be the focus of your attention, and looking at the camera simulates eye contact. Encourage the committee to have their cameras on, as this increases engagement and less ability to “multi task” during the presentationMuting your microphone when you are not speaking will help with sound quality during the presentationfinancial professional teams that take the extra time to practice their presentations tend to have meetings that run smoothly. It is tricky when you have to transition to a new speaker and practicing will help. Committees appreciate financial professional teams who show up very prepared and familiar with the presentationAnother best practice is to reboot your computer about an hour before connecting to avoid any updates or issues that may interfere with your connection. Use headphones with a microphone if there may be outside audio that can disrupt sound. Get your presentation up and connected to the online meeting about 15 minutes or more earlier to be present when the committee members connect.Having the same virtual background for everyone from your firm is a professional look, and will not distract the Committee, helping the presentation focus on your firm and not what is behind you.Try to have an engaging business conversation over the virtual meeting so your team is not doing all of the talkingHave fun-mix it up-make an impression! use a polling feature-anything you can do to stand out from the other presentations they will be seeing that day
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Parting thoughts
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Take action–now 

Value proposition 
messaging

Identify your 
differentiator, 
core story, and 
support points

Referral sources

Market your 
value to 
specific niches 
and sources

Partner

Leverage the 
knowledge, advice, 
and investment 
expertise of your 
John Hancock 
Investment 
Management 
retirement 
specialist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re almost finished, and we’ve covered a lot of ground. Before we conclude, I’d like to recommend some action steps you can take right now, beginning today, that will have a positive influence on every pitch you are involved in.First, think about how you market your firm. Think about how you message your value proposition: identify your differentiator, your core story, your support points. Make sure everyone who faces potential clients is on the same page, so that you can present a unified, powerful message.  Second, think about where the next client is likely to come from. Who is your so-called low-hanging fruit? How do your experience, skills, and value align with the needs of sponsors in specific niches? Who can you turn to for referrals? Does their opinion match the messages you want to convey? If not, how can you adjust their thinking? Finally, use our resources. Take advantage of the knowledge, advice, and investment expertise of your John Hancock Investment Management retirement specialist.
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About John Hancock Investment Management
A premier asset manager with a heritage of financial 
stewardship dating back to 1862

Helping our shareholders pursue their financial goals is at the core of everything 
we do. It’s why we support the role of professional financial advice and operate 
with the highest standards of conduct and integrity.

A better way to invest
We serve investors globally through a unique multimanager approach: We search 
the world to find proven portfolio teams with specialized expertise for every 
strategy we offer, then we apply robust investment oversight to ensure they 
continue to meet our uncompromising standards and serve the best interests of 
our shareholders.

Results for investors
Our unique approach to asset management enables us to provide a diverse set of 
investments backed by some of the world’s best managers, along with strong risk-
adjusted returns across asset classes.
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Disclosure

More information
For more information, contact the investment only sales team at 800-845-7175, or visit
jhinvestments.com.
This material is not intended to be, nor shall it be interpreted or construed as, a
recommendation or providing advice, impartial or otherwise. John Hancock Investments and
its representatives and affiliates may receive compensation derived from the sale of and/or
from any investment made in its products and services. All product names, logos, and
brands are property of their respective owners. All company, product, and service names
and/or images used in this presentation are for identification purposes only.

John Hancock Investment Management Distributors LLC | Member FINRA, SIPC
200 Berkeley Street, Boston, MA 02116 | 800-845-7175 | jhinvestments.com
NOT FDIC INSURED. MAY LOSE VALUE. NO BANK GUARANTEE. NOT INSURED BY ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCY.
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